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Product Introduction
Overview
：

Last updated 2021-09-30 17:31:34

Direct Connect Overview
Direct Connect provides a fast and secure connection between Tencent Cloud and your local IDC. You can connect
Tencent Cloud computing resources in multiple regions with a single connection to implement flexible and reliable
hybrid cloud deployment.
Deploy hybrid cloud with Direct Connect (1)
Connect your IDCs with cloud VPCs using traditional dedicated tunnels.
If you want to connect to multiple VPCs over one connection, you need to create dedicated tunnels with different
VLAN IDs.

Deploy hybrid cloud with Direct Connect (2)
Interconnect your network instances using Cloud Connect Network (CCN).
Advantage: you just need to create one connection to the CCN-based direct connect gateway and associate the
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gateway with CCN to enable interconnection within the CCN.

Components
Direct Connect is composed of connections, dedicated tunnels, and direct connect gateways.
Connection
A connection is a physical line that connects customer’s local IDC to Tencent Cloud. Connections support dual-line
hot backup access, dual-line access point power supply, and completely isolated network pipes.
Dedicated tunnel
A dedicated tunnel is a network link segmentation of a connection. You can create dedicated tunnels that connect
to different direct connect gateways to enable communication between your on-premises IDC and multiple VPCs.
Direct connect gateway
Direct connect gateway acts as the Direct Connect traffic ingress and egress for a VPC to which multiple
dedicated tunnels can be connected for communication with multiple local IDCs. This cluster-based gateway
eliminates the risk of single point of failure, and meets the interconnection requirements of the finance industry.
Direct connect gateway is used to connect VPC with connections. You can create a dedicated tunnel of
connections and associate it with a direct connect gateway.
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Direct connect gateway can connect to dedicated tunnels of connections to enable interconnection with multiple
local IDCs.
You can create up to two direct connect gateways (one standard and the other supports NAT) for each VPC in
the Direct Connect Gateway console. The direct connect gateway can connect with dedicated tunnels of different
connections.

Advantages over IPsec VPN
Advantage

Direct Connect

IPsec VPN Connection

Stable
network

Network latency is stable and guaranteed.
A Direct Connect instance accesses the
network through dedicated links, and
supports fixed routes, removing the pain of
unstable latency caused by network

Network latency is unstable. An IPsec VPN
connection accesses the network over the
Internet, which may be exposed to bypass due
to network congestion.

latency

congestion or failure bypass.

Highly reliable
disaster
recovery
access

High
bandwidth

Access devices and network forwarding
devices are deployed in distributed
clusters to ensure high reliability of all
links. It also supports dual-line access with
protection to provide more than 99.95% of
uptime.
Each link provides a bandwidth of up to
100 Gbps. You can have multiple 10 Gbps
links for network load balancing, so it can
theoretically support unlimited bandwidth.

Features a dual-server hot backup architecture
with high availability at the gateway layer.
However, it cannot provide the same network
availability as dedicated lines due to the
unreliable Internet links.
A single IPsec VPN gateway supports a
bandwidth of up to 1 Gbps and a VPC can
have multiple VPN gateways, which can meet
the need for a VPN connection larger than 1
Gbps.

Dedicated network links offer strong
High security

security without data leakage risks,
satisfying the demanding network

Network transmission is encrypted using IKE
pre-shared key, which can satisfy the security

connection requirements of the finance

requirements for most network transmission.

and government sectors.
It supports configuring the network
address translation service on gateways,
Network
address

as well as IP mapping on the two sides of
Direct Connect and IP port mapping on

translation

the VPC side, to avoid address conflict in
case of interconnection among multiple

Not supported.

networks.
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Features
：

Last updated 2021-07-23 16:36:08

Connection
A connection is a physical line that connects customer’s local IDC to Tencent Cloud. You can establish a network
connection between your IDC and Tencent Cloud Direct Connect access point through a third-party network service
provider.

Dedicated Tunnel
Dedicated tunnels are the network link segmentations of a connection.
You can create dedicated tunnels that connect to different direct connect gateways, making the interconnection
between your on-premises IDC and multiple VPCs possible.

Direct Connect Gateway
A direct connect gateway is the ingress and egress of the dedicated tunnel between VPC and connection. A VPC
supports up to two direct connect gateways (one standard and the other supports NAT).
Direct connect gateways can connect to multiple connections through dedicated tunnels. This allows for a hybrid
cloud that connects with multiple regions.

Network Address Translation (NAT)
NAT is a solution that resolves the IP address conflicts when connecting hybrid clouds. You can configure NAT rules
on direct connect gateways. NAT includes IP translation and IP port translation.

IP translation
IP translation translates the source IP to a new IP address for network interconnection. IP translation includes local
IP translation and peer IP translation.
IP translation does not distinguish between source and destination. A mapped IP can access or be accessed by
IDC.
Local IP translation
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1. Description
Local IP translation maps the source IP address of a resource in a Tencent Cloud VPC to a new one and use the
new IP address to communicate with the IDC through Direct Connect.
You can set more than one local IP translation rule and configure network ACL for each local IP translation rule.
Network ACL supports the configuration of source port, destination IP, and destination port.

：

Note

NAT rules take effect only for network requests that meet ACL restriction requirements.

Local IP translation does not restrict the direction of network requests, which could be active access of the VPC to
the IDC or vice versa.

2. Sample translation
If IP A 192.168.0.3 in a VPC is mapped to IP B 10.100.0.3 , the source IP address of all network packets
accessing the IDC from IP A via Direct Connect is automatically translated to 10.100.0.3 . All network packets
accessing 10.100.0.3 from the IDC are automatically directed to IP A 192.168.0.3 .
Peer IP translation
1. Description
Peer IP translation maps the source IP address of an IDC resource to a new one and uses the IP address to
communicate with the VPC.
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Unlike local IP translation, peer IP translation does not support network ACL restrictions. Therefore, once peer IP
translation rules are configured, they take effect on all IDCs that are connected with dedicated tunnels.
Peer IP translation does not restrict the direction of network requests, which can be active access of the VPC to the
IDC or vice versa.

2. Sample translation
If IP D 10.0.0.3 in an IDC is mapped to IP C 172.16.0.3 , the source IP address of all network packets
accessing the VPC from IP D 10.0.0.3 is automatically translated to IP C 172.16.0.3 . All network packets
accessing IP C 172.16.0.3 from the VPC are automatically directed to IP D 10.0.0.3 .

：

Note

After local IP translation and peer IP translation are configured, direct connect gateway only forwards the
routes of the translated IPs to the IDC. Therefore, a source IP address that has not been configured with
local and peer IP translation will not be able to ping the IDC. However, a direct connect gateway is not a
replacement for network firewalls. If you need advanced network protection, please configure security
groups and network ACL policies within your VPC and deploy physical network firewall devices in your IDC.
When the direct connect gateway is also configured with peer IP translation, the Destination IP of the ACL
rule for local source IP port translation should be the mapped IP of peer IP translation, instead of the
source IP.

IP port translation
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IP port translation maps the source IP port to a new one and use the new IP port for network interconnection. IP
port translation includes local source IP port translation and local destination IP port translation.
IP port translation is directional. Source IP port translation is for requests to external (to the IDC) resources, and
destination IP port translation is for requests from external (to the VPC) resources.
Local source IP port translation
1. Description
Local source IP port translation translates the port of the source VPC IP address to a random port of a random IP
address in the IP pool when a cloud resource accesses the IDC through a direct connect gateway.
Local source IP port translation supports ACL rules. Only outbound access requests compliant with ACL rules can
be matched with address pool forwarding rules. By deploying different ACL rules for the address pool, you can
flexibly configure the network address translation rules with multiple third-party access.

Local source IP port translation only supports access requests initiated by resources in a VPC. To access ports
within the VPC via Direct Connect, the IDC should also be configured with local destination IP port translation. For
local source IP port translation, access requests initiated by resources in a VPC are stateful connections.
Therefore, response packets are not a concern.
2. Sample translation
VPC C with an IP range 172.16.0.0/16 needs to connect to third-party bank A and B via Direct Connect. Bank
A with an IP range 10.0.0.0/28 needs to connect to the IP range 192.168.0.0/28 . Bank B with an IP
range 10.1.0.0/28 needs to connect to the IP range 192.168.1.0/28 . For them to communicate, you need
to configure the following two local source IP port translations:
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Address pool A 192.168.0.1 - 192.168.0.15 ; ACL rule A: source IP 172.16.0.0/16 , destination IP
10.0.0.0/28 , destination port ALL.
Address pool B 192.168.1.1 - 192.168.1.15 ; ACL rule B: source IP 172.16.0.0/16 , destination IP
10.1.0.0/28 , destination port ALL.
The access requests to A and B from the VPC will be translated into the random ports of corresponding address pools
based on ACL rule A and B to access the appropriate dedicated tunnels.
Local destination IP port translation
1. Description
Local destination IP port translation handles requests to cloud resources in a VPC from the IDC. It translates the
port of a VPC IP address to a new IP address and a new port. IDC can only communicate with VPC resources by
sending requests to the mapped IP address and port, without exposing the real one.

Local destination IP port translation does not support ACL rules. Therefore, IP port translation rules will take effect
on all dedicated tunnels connected to the direct connect gateway. Local destination IP port translation only takes
effect on requests from IDC to a VPC via dedicated tunnels. To access an IDC, the VPC should be configured with
local source IP port translation. For local destination IP port translation, the network requests are stateful
connections. Therefore, response packets are not a concern.
2. Sample translation
For VPC C with an IP range 172.16.0.0/16 , if you only want to open some ports for IDC to access the VPC via
Direct Connect, you can configure it as follows:
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Mapping A: the source IP port is 172.16.0.1:80 and the mapped IP port is 10.0.0.1:80 .
Mapping B: the source IP port is 172.16.0.0:8080 and the mapped IP port is 10.0.0.1:8080 .
The IDC can use 10.0.0.1:80 and 10.0.0.1:8080 through Direct Connect to access 172.16.0.1:80
and 172.16.0.0:8080 in the VPC.

：

Note

After local source and destination IP port translations are configured, the direct connect gateway only
forwards the translated IP port routes to the IDC. Therefore, the local IP port that is not configured with
translations cannot initiate requests nor receive requests. However, a direct connect gateway is not a
replacement for network firewalls. If you need advanced network protection, please configure security
groups and network ACL policies within your VPC and deploy physical network firewall devices in your IDC.
When both IP translation and IP port translation are configured, IP translation has priority. If there is no
match for IP translation, IP port translation is used.
When the direct connect gateway is also configured with peer IP translation, the Destination IP of the ACL
rule for local source IP port translation should be the mapped IP of peer IP translation, instead of the
source IP.
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Application Scenarios
Disaster Recovery Deployment
：

Last updated 2022-03-31 15:56:24

Application Scenarios
The user already has large scale applications. His/Her focus has been shifted from the balance between infrastructure
deployment and business growth to the stability and reliability of the infrastructure for multi-center development.
He/She hopes to eliminate business risks caused by single IDC failure through eliminating single IDCs.
User's core pain point
How to realize multi-location disaster recovery and improve infrastructure reliability.
How to realize fast deployment while reducing infrastructure construction period.
How to re-use stock IDC to reduce operating costs (use existing servers first).

Solutions:
Hybrid cloud disaster recovery deployment
Multi-location IDC deployment: Build master/slave clusters in local IDC and public cloud IDC.
Data synchronization: Synchronize data via Direct Connect or VPN to avoid single IDC failure.
Traffic forwarding: Provide lossy but uninterrupted services by forwarding the traffic to normal IDCs.

2-region-3-DC disaster recovery deployment in cloud
Cross-availability zone deployment: You can create subnets and deploy services in different availability zones
within one VPC. Data can be synchronized between subnets of different availability zones. The goal of using
different availability zones is to ensure that the failures are isolated from each other.
Cross-region deployment: You can deploy the same service in the VPC of another region to achieve multilocation disaster recovery and avoid failures in one region from spreading to other regions.
Cross-region high-speed interconnection: VPCs of two different regions achieve interconnection via crossregion peering connection.
Traffic forwarding: it provides lossy but uninterrupted services by forwarding the traffic to other normal IDCs when
an IDC breaks down.
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Procedure
Steps of hybrid cloud disaster recovery deployment
1. Create a VPC on Tencent Cloud and deploy IDCs. For more information, please see VPC Instructions.
2. Synchronize the local IDC and the VPC IDC on the cloud via Direct Connect. For more information, please see
Direct Connect Instructions.
3. Forward the traffic to other normal IDCs when an IDC breaks down.

Steps of cloud 2-region-3-DC disaster recovery deployment
1. Cross-availability zone deployment. You can create subnets and deploy master and slave synchronization service
in different availability zones within one VPC. Data can be synchronized between subnets of different availability
zones. The goal of using different availability zones is to ensure that the failures are isolated from each other. For
more information, please see Subnet Instructions.
2. Cross-region deployment. You can deploy the same service in the VPC of another region to achieve multi-location
disaster recovery and avoid failures in one region from spreading to other regions. For more information, please see
VPC Instructions.
3. Cross-region high-speed interconnection. Create a cross-region peering connection to achieve high-speed data
synchronization between two VPCs. For more information, please see Peering Connection Instructions.
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Line access to the hybrid cloud deployment
：

Last updated 2022-03-31 16:12:05
According to your different connection needs, Tencent Cloud provides two services respectively to connect your
enterprise IDC and VPC: VPN connection and Direct Connect. The main differences are as follows:
VPN Connection uses the public network and IPsec protocol to establish an encrypted network connection
between your IDC and VPC. The purchase, enforcement and configuration of VPN gateway can be completed
within minutes. But the VPN connection may be interrupted due to Internet jitter, block or other public network
quality problems. If users' services have low requirement for the network connection quality, it is a highly costeffective choice for fast deployment.
Direct Connect provides a dedicated Direct Connect network connection method. It has relatively long construction
duration, but can provide high-quality, highly reliable network connection service. If your business requires high
network quality and network security, you can choose to deploy this program.
The following describes how to deploy a hybrid cloud using Direct Connect.

Application Scenarios
Direct Connect provides a fast and secure approach to connecting Tencent Cloud with local IDCs. Users can access
to Tencent Cloud computing resources in multiple regions in one go using a Connection, to achieve a flexible and
reliable hybrid cloud deployment.
There are two ways to set up a slave for Direct Connect:
Dual Direct Connect slave: Tencent Cloud supports master/slave failover configuration.

VPN connection serves as Direct Connect Linkage slave (master/slave).

Note:
Your IP address range overlap between VPC and IDC does not affect the communication, because Tencent
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Cloud Direct Connect gateway supports NAT. For more information, please see Direct Connect Features.

Solutions:
Cloud IDC: Use CVM and Cloud Database to deploy cloud IDC in a VPC created on Tencent Cloud.
Connection method: Integrate VPC IDC with your IDC private network via Connection.
Slave connection method: Dual Direct Connect/VPN connection.

Procedure
If Direct Connect is used to connect your IDC and the VPC IDC on Tencent Cloud, you need to complete the following
steps:
1. Create the Connection.
2. Create the Dedicated Tunnel.
3. Create the Dedicated Tunnel for Direct Connect gateway, thus connecting your IDC to your VPC.
4. Configure the Direct Connect NAT (Optional).
5. Configure the routing table associated with the subnets requiring communication.
6. You can set up slaves for a Direct Connect by creating multiple Connection or VPN connections.
For more information, please see Getting Started.
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Use Limits
：

Last updated 2022-05-10 18:19:02

Resource Limits
Resource

Limit

Support
Increasing
Quota

Connections per user

10

Yes

Each user can have up to 10 connections.

Dedicated tunnels
per connection

5

Yes

Up to 5 dedicated tunnels can be created in
each connection

gateway and one
NAT gateway)

No

Up to 2 Direct Connect gateways can be
configured in each VPC.

Local IP translations
per DC gateway

100

Yes

Up to 100 local IP translations can be
configured for each Direct Connect gateway.

Peer IP translations
per DC gateway

100

Yes

Up to 100 peer IP translations can be
configured for each Direct Connect gateway.

20

Yes

Up to 20 local source IP port translations can
be configured for each dedicated gateway.

100

Yes

Up to 100 local destination IP port translations
can be configured for each Direct Connect
gateway.

Dedicated tunnel
1.0: 20

No

Up to 20 static routes can be configured for a
dedicated tunnel 1.0.

DC gateways per
VPC

Local source IP port
translations per DC

2 (One standard

gateway
Local destination IP
port translations per
DC gateway

Description

Static routes per
dedicated tunnel

BGP routes per
dedicated tunnel

Dedicated tunnel
2.0: 50

Yes

Dedicated tunnel
1.0: 100

No

Dedicated tunnel
2.0: 100

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.

Up to 50 static routes can be configured for a
dedicated tunnel 2.0. To adjust the quota,
please submit a ticket.

Yes

Up to 100 BGP routes can be configured for a
dedicated tunnel 1.0.
Up to 100 BGP routes can be configured for a
dedicated tunnel 2.0. To adjust the quota,
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please submit a ticket.

Access Limits
Direct Connect
When a Direct Connect gateway is created, the content of IP translation and IP port translation are left empty by
default. In this case, neither of them takes effect.
Dedicated tunnels support BGP routing and static routing.
Note the following limits for delivering routes:
To improve the fine-grained scheduling capability of your network, do not publish the following routes:
9.0.0.0/8 , 10.0.0.0/8 , 11.0.0.0/8 , 30.0.0.0/8 , 100.64.0.0/10 , 131.87.0.0/16 ,
172.16.0.0/12 , and 192.168.0.0/16 .

：

Note

The direct connect gateway will directly reject large IP ranges.

You can split the above large routes as follows for distribution:
9.0.0.0/8
Split as: 9.0.0.0/9 + 9.128.0.0/9
10.0.0.0/8
Split as: 10.0.0.0/9 + 10.128.0.0/9
11.0.0.0/8
Split as: 11.0.0.0/9 + 11.128.0.0/9
30.0.0.0/8
Split as: 30.0.0.0/9 + 30.128.0.0/9
100.64.0.0/10
Split as: 100.64.0.0/11 + 100.96.0.0/11
131.87.0.0/16
Split as: 131.87.0.0/17 + 131.87.128.0/17
172.16.0.0/12
Split as: 172.16.0.0/13 + 172.24.0.0/13
192.168.0.0/16
Split as: 192.168.0.0/17 + 192.168.128.0/17
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IP translation
IP address pools cannot fall within the CIDR block of the VPC in which the direct connect gateway resides.
ACL rules for multiple IP address pools should not overlap. Otherwise, this will cause network address translation
conflicts.
IPs among multiple IP address pools cannot overlap.
IP address pools only support a single IP or IP ranges, and /24 IP ranges should be consistent. For example,
192.168.0.1 - 192.168.0.6 is supported, but 192.168.0.1 - 192.168.1.2 is not.
Address pools should not contain the broadcast address ( 255.255.255.255 ), Class D addresses
( 224.0.0.0 - 239.255.255.255 ), or Class E addresses ( 240.0.0.0 - 255.255.255.254 ).
Local source IP port translation supports up to 100 IP address pools, each supporting up to 20 ACL rules. You can
submit a ticket to increase the quota if needed.
To switch from IP translation to IP port translation, remove the original IP translation rules and refresh the page to
edit the IP port translation rules.

IP port translation
The source IP must fall within the CIDR range of the VPC in which the Direct Connect gateway resides.
The source IP port must be unique. In other words, an IP port in a VPC can only be mapped to one IP port.
The mapped IP port cannot fall within the CIDR range of the VPC.
The mapped IP port must be unique. In other words, multiple IP ports in a VPC cannot be mapped to one IP port.
Original IPs and mapped IPs do not support the broadcast address ( 255.255.255.255 ), Class D addresses
( 224.0.0.0 - 239.255.255.255 ), and Class E addresses ( 240.0.0.0 - 255.255.255.254 ).
Local destination IP port translation supports up to 100 IP port mappings. You can submit a ticket to increase the
quota if needed.
If both IP translation and IP port translation are configured, IP translation takes priority when both are hit.

Network Limits
To establish a connection between the cusotmer IDC and Tencent Cloud, check that the MAC addresses of both
parties meet the following requirements.

MAC
The Tencent Cloud access exchange uses a fixed MAC address of 3c:fd:fe:29:cb:c2. This MAC address cannot be
used by the customer IDC access device. Otherwise, the MAC address conflict will cause MAC address flapping
(switching jump), which leads to network problems such as unreachable networks, slow response, and no response.

：

Note
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MAC address flapping (switching jump) occurs when a MAC address is learned by two outbound interfaces in
the same VLAN and the MAC address entry learned later overrides the earlier one, making the MAC address
unstable.

The following are scenarios where MAC address flapping occurs.

As shown in the figure above, customer exchange B connects to Tencent Cloud exchanges A and A1 through two
connections (connections 1 and 2).
MAC address flapping occurs in exchange B when Tencent Cloud returns packets to the customer IDC.

Access Limits
To prevent network congestion due to network loops, you are advised to use layer-3 network sub-interfaces to
connect to Tencent Cloud Direct Connect devices.
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Relevant Products
：

Last updated 2019-09-17 18:45:58
For information on relevant products, please see the table below:
Product Name

Relationship to Direct Connect

Virtual Private Cloud
(VPC)

A connection can be established with a VPC to enable communication between VPC
and your own IDC over a private network

Cloud Connect
Network (CCN)

CCN can be used to connect with multiple VPCs through one single dedicated tunnel

Network ACL
Route table

Multiple local IP translation rules can be created and configured with separate network
ACLs
Route tables associated with subnets need to be configured for hybrid cloud deployment
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Network Planning
：

Last updated 2020-11-11 11:58:33
Read this document to learn about the connection planning before building a network architecture for Direct Connect.

Background
A connection planning improves the stability and high availability of the network architecture for Direct Connect, and
minimizes the impact from failures including device, port/fiber optic component, connection and data center at the
access point. See the table below for the description and cause of failures.
Failure

Description

Cause

Connection

The connection communication fails or
many packets are discarded.

The connection is damaged. For example,
the cable is cut off.

Port/fiber optic
component

Network device

Data center at the
access point

The port/fiber optic component fails to be
read or has an transfer exception due to
hardware or software failures.

The exchange or router on the IDC side is
unavailable.

The data center encounters network
disconnection, or the access point is
unavailable.

Hardware failure: incompatible version,
contaminated or damaged port.
Software failure: incorrect port status,
port in **UP** status without receiving
or sending packets, frequent port
on/off, or cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) error.

Hardware failure: power supply, port,
component or cable failures.
Software failure: exchange/router error
or incorrectly configured.

The data center cannot function normally
due to earthquakes, fires or other
disasters.

Planning Ideas
Capacity panning
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The capacity planning is designed to meet business bandwidth requirements at a reasonable cost and guarantee the
business operation in the event of a connection failure. To achieve this, you can:
Apply for connections twice your actual needs.
Maintain the connection utilization (current peak bandwidth/connection bandwidth * 100%) 50% or less.
Assume your business needs 3 Mpbs of bandwidth, you can apply for two connections with 5 Mpbs of bandwidth to
each Tencent Cloud access point, each connection will be used about 30%. If one connection faults, the business
traffic will quickly switch to the standby connection to ensure the business continuity. After the switchover, the standby
connection will be used about 60%. In this way, only the connection load temporarily increases, and the business data
is unaffected.

Expansion planning
The expansion planning is designed to meet the surging business demand at a reasonable cost. Depending on the
expansion cycle, you need to plan differently as follows:
If you need an urgent expansion, you can apply for a connection based on the estimated business bandwidth, so
that you can adjust the bandwidth limit to maintain your business when the traffic surges.
If you don’t need an expansion in the near future, you can apply for a new connection based on your actual
expansion needs. The expansion will take 2-3 months.

Note

：

A single expansion exceeding 100 Gbps of bandwidth requires a longer period. Please develop an
expansion plan in advance for high-bandwidth businesses.

Disaster recovery planning
The disaster recovery is designed to improve the high availability of a network architecture and minimize the failure
(including port/fiber optic component, network device, and data center at the access point) impact on business
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operations.
To avoid single points of failures, we recommend that you develop a disaster recovery plan for access points, physical
lines, and hardware devices.
Access point: the local IDC uses connections of different physical lines to two intra-region Tencent Cloud access
points.
Physical line: different physical lines provided by carriers are used to connect to a Tencent Cloud access point.
Hardware devices: both network devices and fiber optic components have redundant backups.
Assume you connect your local IDC to two intra-region Tencent Cloud access points according to [capacity planning
(#capacity) requirements, as shown in the figure below. If the connection to access point A is disconnected due to
port/fiber optic component, network devices or data center failures, the business traffic will quickly switch to the
connection to access point B, without losing business data or interrupting businesses.

Sample Architectures
Tencent Cloud provides the following four network architectures for Direct Connect to facilitate your network planning.

Architecture

Use Case

Four connections
to two access

Suitable for use cases that require excellent
business availability and elasticity, including the

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.

Business
Elasticity

Availability

Cost

Highest

Highest

Highest
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points
(recommended)

key production and real-time data transaction.

Two connections
to two access
points
(recommended)

Suitable for key business that requires high
availability and elasticity.

Medium

Higher

Medium

Two connections
to one access
point

Suitable for non-critical business, including the
cloud development and testing environments.

Medium

Medium

Medium

Connection to one

Suitable for non-critical business that does not

access point

require high elasticity and availability.

Low

Low

Low

Four Connections to Two Access Points (Recommended)
Overview
Description: this architecture connects your IDC to two intra-region Tencent Cloud access points using primary
and secondary connections respectively, and then accesses Tencent Cloud VPCs.
Use cases: suitable for use cases that require excellent business availability and elasticity, including the key
production and real-time data transaction.
Cost: high.

Disaster recovery
The following table describes the impact of this network architecture on business under various failures when the
planning ideas are met.
Failure

Business Impact
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Connection

The connections loads increase, and the business continues.

Port/fiber optic component

The connections loads increase, and the business continues.

Network device

The connections loads increase, and the business continues.

Data center at the access point

The connections loads increase, and the business continues.

Two Connections to Two Access Points (Recommended)
Overview
Description: this architecture connects your IDC to two intra-region Tencent Cloud access points using one
connection respectively, and then accesses Tencent Cloud VPCs.
Use cases: suitable for key business that requires high availability and elasticity.
Cost: medium.

Disaster recovery
The following table describes the impact of this network architecture on businesses under various failures.
Failure

Business Impact
If each connection is used 50% or less, the
connection loads burst and the business continues.

Connection

Network device

Recovery Measures
If the business data is lost, you

If each connection is used greater than 50%, the
connection will be full-loaded, some data will be lost,
and the business continues.

need to apply for a new
connection and spend 2-3
months to restore the
business.

If each connection is used 50% or less, the

If business data is lost, you
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Port/fiber optic
component

connection loads burst and the business continues.

need to check and repair the

If each connection is used greater than 50%, the
connection will be full-loaded, some data will be lost,
and the business continues.

network devices. The recovery
time depends on the specific
failure.

If each connection is used 50% or less, the
connection loads burst and the business continues.
If each connection is used greater than 50%, the
connection will be full-loaded, some data will be lost,

If business data is lost, you

and the business continues.

If each connection is used 50% or less, the
Data center at
the access point

connection loads burst and the business continues.
If each connection is used greater than 50%, the
connection will be full-loaded, some data will be lost,
and the business continues.

need to check and repair the
ports or fiber optic
components. The recovery
time depends on the specific
failure.
If business data is lost, you
can:
Contact the data center
carrier to repair the failure.
The recovery time depends
on the specific failure.
Reapply connections to
other access points. The
recovery takes about 2-3
months.

Two Connections to One Access Point
Overview
Description: this architecture connects your IDC to one Tencent Cloud access point using two connections, and
then accesses Tencent Cloud VPCs.
Use cases: suitable for non-critical business, such as cloud development and testing environments.
Cost: medium.

Disaster recovery
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The following table describes the impact of this network architecture on businesses under various failures.
If each connection is used 50% or less, the connection loads burst and the business continues.
If each connection is used greater than 50%, the connection will be full-loaded, some data will be lost, and the
business continues.

Failure

Business Impact

Connection

If the business data is lost, you need to
apply for a new connection and spend 2-3
months to restore the business.

Network device

Port/fiber optic
module

Data center at the
access point

The business will be interrupted.

The business will be interrupted.

The business will be interrupted.

Recovery Measures

You need to troubleshoot and repair the
faulty network devices. The recovery time
depends on the specific failure.
You need to troubleshoot and repair the
faulty local ports or fiber optic
components. The recovery time depends
on the specific failure.
Contact the data center carrier to fix the
failure. The recovery time depends on
the specific failure.
Reapply connections to other access
points. The recovery takes about 2-3
months.

A Connection to One Access Point
Overview
Description: this architecture connects your IDC to one Tencent Cloud access point using a connection, and then
accesses Tencent Cloud VPCs.
Use cases: suitable for non-critical business that does not require high elasticity and availability.
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Cost: medium.

Disaster recovery
The following table describes the impact of this network architecture on businesses under various failures.
Failure

Business Impact

Recovery Measures

Connection

The business will
be interrupted.

Reapply for a connection. The recovery takes about 2-3 months.

Network device

The business will
be interrupted.

You need to troubleshoot and repair the faulty network devices.
The recovery time depends on the specific failure.

Port/fiber optic
module

The business will
be interrupted.

You need to troubleshoot and repair the faulty local ports or fiber
optic components. The recovery time depends on the specific
failure.

Data center at the

The business will

access point

be interrupted.
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Contact the data center ISP to fix the failure. The recovery time
depends on the specific failure.
Reapply connections to other access points. The recovery
takes about 2-3 months.
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